Sell mobile.
Sell more.
Improve cash flow.

Extendable & Customizable Order-to-Cash
How the Axsy mobile app gives you complete control
over your company’s order-to-cash experience

No two businesses are completely alike. Even within one
company, it’s common for different departments, teams and
sites to have their own unique structures, processes and
ways-of-working. This makes it extremely difficult to find
enterprise mobile apps that can meet the needs of all your
users. As a result, business may be required to invest in
multiple apps, each practical to only a specific set of users.
Compounding the costs and complexity of managing several
apps is the common requirement to develop bespoke features
on top of these apps, work which can take a lot of time and
money. Some of this burden can be eased by web based or
hybrid apps, but such apps are typically tethered to internet
connectivity with many features being disabled – or the app
not working at all – once the user loses their data connection.

Common Challenges with Enterprise
Mobile Apps:
Multiple apps to manage with
different apps for different users
Bespoke features are expensive
and take too long to deploy
Majority of functionality
requires internet connectivity

Axsy: The Only App You Need to Sell Mobile
Axsy’s mobile app helps solves these problems while helping
workers in the field complete the order-to-cash process
with their customers. Understanding that a field sales rep
has different needs than a field service technician, or that
an in-house employee requires different information access
compared to a contractor or franchisee, the Axsy mobile app
was designed to be adaptable to multiple scenarios. What this
means is that you can deploy a single app to ALL your users.
With Axsy, your order-to-cash experience can be extended
and customized for each particular type of user. This is all
done through a combination of straightforward role-based
configuration and downloadable features – developed with
common web technologies such as HTML5 and JavaScript –
which work even when a user is offline.
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Axsy Mobile App Benefits:
A single off-the-shelf app for all
your users
Customizable by user role
Extendable via common web
technologies
Works offline

www.axsy.com

Sell mobile.
Sell more.
Improve cash flow.

Deploy Once

Control Access

Axsy provides a single off-the-shelf app for
all your users, making it fast to deploy and
easy to manage. This removes the need, and
associated costs, of maintaining multiple apps
for multiple users across multiple data silos.

Our solution is backed by a sophisticated role-based
permissions model, allowing fine-grained control
over which users gets access to specific features and
data. Configuration is simple and straightforward
via our easy-to-use self-serve web portal.

Extend Easily
The Axsy mobile app can be easily extended via
custom features developed with common web
technologies such as HTML5 and JavaScript. These
features are downloadable to the app without the need
for a complete app upgrade. And, just as with the core
Axsy functionality, access to these custom features
is controlled via our permissions model and do not
require a persistent internet connection to work.
This architecture simplifies deployment of
new functionality and eliminates the typical
time and cost associated with bespoke
development of new business logic.
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Works Offline

Sell More, Sell Better

Since internet access is never a given when
you’re on the road, the Axsy app works completely
offline so you can view and edit your data – as
well as access any downloaded custom features –
wherever you are, providing your field teams with
a reliable tool when dealing with customers.

Of course, all this customizability builds upon Axsy’s
core order-to-cash solution which helps you process
orders & payments in real-time while in the field,
eliminating paperwork, slashing customer care calls
and making your customer visits more efficient.
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